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Importance and Ingenuity of Vibration Noise 
Reduction on High-Speed Tensile Tests

 Accurate measurement with low noise can be conducted thanks to our testing machine and fixture mechanism. 
 The vibration noise can be removed by using a newly developed filter.
 The strain rate dependency of material properties can be evaluated at speeds up to 20 m/s. 

F. Yano

High-Speed Impact Testing Machine HITS™-TX

Table 1 Testing System Introduction
Recently, vehicle weight reduction has become a key factor to
improve fuel efficiency, and in order to achieve this goal,
accurate measurement of the material mechanical properties is
required.
In fact, requests for impact tests in addition to traditional static
tests are rapidly increasing as vehicles might be subject to
impact loads due to collisions. Among the materials, plastics are
characterized by viscoelasticity, and the dependency of their
mechanical properties on the test speed is known and reported
in the literature.1), 2) On the other hand, high test speeds lead to
undesirable vibrations generated in the testing machine and
the resulting noise is one of the main problems to be tackled
when dealing with impact tests. In this regard, the high-speed
impact testing machine HITS-TX structure allows for a reduction
of the vibrations, and the newly developed filter function
further contributes to obtaining clear data.
This article introduces the action and features of HITS-TX for the
reduction of vibration noise. The reference data have been
obtained using two kinds of resins.

Fig. 1 Device for Measurement of Resonance Frequency

Relationship with the Resonance Frequency
of Fixtures

The requirements for accurate force measurement during high-
speed tensile tests include high stiffness, high resonance
frequency, high response speed of the system, consideration of
the reflection of stress waves, etc.3) When testing a specimen
with an impact force, the inertial forces generated by the
system vibrations are superimposed on the measured data.
Therefore, it is important to increase the resonance frequency
especially when the specimen is gripped by the fixtures and to
reduce the fixture weight.
In this article, the resonance frequencies of 2 types of fixtures
with different weights were measured and the stress-strain
diagrams were compared. The details of the device used for the
measurement of the resonance frequency are shown in Table 1
and Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the results of the Fourier transform of
the load cell output obtained by the data logger when the
fixture is hit by the strike jig shown in Fig. 1. These peak values
are the resonance frequencies of each fixture. The weight of
Fixture 1 is approximately 1/5 compared with Fixture 2, and it is
evident that each resonance frequency is different.

High-Speed Impact 
Testing Machine:

HITS-TX

Load Cell: 10 kN

Fixture: Fixture for plate specimens (Fixture 1)
Traditional fixture (Fixture 2)

Measurement Device of 
Resonance Frequency:

Strike jig, data logger
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Fig. 2 Measurement Results of Resonance Frequency
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Results of High-Speed Tensile Test
High-speed tensile tests of polypropylene and acrylic were
conducted using the HITS-TX. A photo of the test is shown in Fig.
3. The test speeds were 0.5, 1, and 3 m/s. Test conditions and
specimen information are shown in Table 2.
The stress-displacement curves of polypropylene are shown in
Fig. 4. Although the breaking elongations are different, there is
no substantial difference between the test results of both
fixtures in the case of 0.5 m/s. Although a slight force oscillation
was observed in Fixture 2, the curves appear almost similar also
at an impact speed of 1 m/s. When the test speed was increased
up to 3 m/s, Fixture 2 vibrated largely while only a moderate
vibration was observed in Fixture 1. Such low vibration is within
the acceptable range for evaluation of the material properties.
The stress-displacement curves of acrylic are shown in Fig. 5.
Similar to polypropylene, there is no substantial difference
between the results at 0.5 m/s. However, at higher impact
speeds the discrepancy between the vibration amplitude of the
2 fixtures became more evident. Materials such as acrylic are
brittle and the elongation to fracture is relatively small.
Therefore, if the period of vibration is large, the wave form
differs greatly from the real stress-displacement curve of the
material and correct evaluation becomes difficult.

Fig. 4 Stress-Displacement Curves of Polypropylene
(a) 0.5 m/s (b) 1 m/s (c) 3 m/s

Fig. 5 Stress-Displacement Curves of Acrylic
(a) 0.5 m/s (b) 1 m/s (c) 3 m/s
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Test Speed: 0.5, 1, 3 m/s
Test Temperature: Room temperature

Specimen Material: Polypropylene, acrylic

Specimen Shape: ISO 527-2 1BA

Displacement sensor

Table 2 Test Condition and Specimen Information

Fig. 3 Photo of the Test
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Conclusion
In this article, the importance of countermeasures against
vibration noise on high-speed tensile tests is introduced by
reference to high-speed tensile tests on 2 kinds of resins. The
fixture weight of this system is minimized, so this mechanism
does not generate vibration noise easily. Furthermore, the
newly developed filter function is a suitable tool for removing
the noise more accurately compared with the traditional filter.
As a result, the curves obtained by the HITS series are faithful to
the original curves of the material. Consequently, HITS-TX is an
appropriate testing machine for the evaluation of resin in high-
speed tensile tests.

HITS is trademark of Shimadzu Corporation in Japan and/or other countries.
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 Filter Function of HITS Series
As introduced in the previous chapter, vibration noise is
generated on the force signal during the impact test. This
vibration can be removed by filtering the test data based on the
characteristic frequency of the testing machine, in order to
reduce the noise. Fig. 6 (a) shows the results filtered by a general
moving average, and Fig. 6 (b) shows the results filtered by a
newly developed filter function. In the newly developed filter,
the data filtering is conducted on three regions (before testing,
during the test, after testing), resulting in no time delay in the
processed data. Compared with Fig. 6 (a), the curve shown in Fig.
6 (b) shows no time delay and adequate noise reduction.

Fig. 6 Force-Displacement Curves from Different Filters
(a) Filtered by general moving average
(b) Filtered by newly developed filter function
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Orange: Original curve
Blue: Filtered curve

Orange: Original curve
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